Marotta-AV-chat
Ana Maria Gutierrez: Welcome!
Mike Marotta: Hello everybody! Looking forward to speaking with you today
Ana Maria Gutierrez: We'll be getting started in a few moments.
Ana Maria Gutierrez: Feel free to take a moment to intriduce yourself in the chat if
you would like
Harold: Harold Campbell from sunny Tucson. Math Specialist
Susan: Sue Harlan, instructional design, Orange County CA
Ana Maria Gutierrez: Wishing we were in Tucson Harold.
degrewes her in DC today

We're topping out at 35

Megan Patberg: Megan Patberg from ITEEA and NC State, Raleigh
Nancye Hart: Nancye Hart from ITEEA and NC
Carol Trautman: Carol Trautman from Texas Education Agency in Austin
guest: kent tamsen, Dir operations and technology, winfield public schools, KS
BryanA: Bryan Ayres, Accessibility Manager, Arkansas
Nanci: Nanci from MA
Judy Elliott: Judy from CT - we are a sunny 26 degrees
Lois M: Lois Michalek, MSC, Keeseville, NY
Cindy Yandle: Cindy Yandle here. I'm a Curriculum Coordinator for ITEEA STEM CTL.
I'm in Raleigh, NC.
Shannon Locke: Shannon Locke Autism Resource Specialist for Missouri-DESE
Jackie Hess: An impressive group! It's good to see you, Bryan.
Johan de Besche: Johan de Besche, Project Coordinator for Let's Participate!, around
Boston MA
Bridget: Hi all, Bridget from the Simon Technology Center in Minnesota!
Bridget: Hi Johan!
Nicole: @nlakusta from Stony Plain, Alberta, Canada
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BryanA: Good to be here Jackie! Hey Mike
Johan de Besche: Hi Bridget!
Gloria: Hello Gloria Ramirez here from Thompson Rivers Unviersity in Canada
Johan de Besche: And hi Jackie and Ana-Maria!
Bridget: is there sound?
Ana Maria Gutierrez: Hi Johan.!
Ana Maria Gutierrez: yes.

there is sound

julie de barbeyrac: hi, Julie de Barbeyrac from UNICEF in NY- disability Section
Rosey McQuillan: no sound here
Alice Wershing, Pellissippi State Community College: Alice Wershing Knoxville TN
Joni Driscoll: OCS Biology Teacher - NC Virtual Public School
Johan de Besche: FYI sound working for me in listen only mode
Rosey McQuillan: I am good now thanks
Emelia A Simmon 2: Hi everyone! My name is Emelia Simmon from the ACCESS department
at Miami Dade College Kendall campus.
Ana Maria Gutierrez: Is everyone able to hear?
Joni Driscoll: Yes
Kathleen Morris: Yes I can hear
Lois M: hearing via phone
Johan de Besche: Yes
Cindy Yandle: I can hear you.
Nicole: Yes
Kathy Higgins: Audio is intermittent.
julie de barbeyrac: yes
Kerri: I can hear
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Nanci: Yes, Ican hear
Megan Patberg: yes
BryanA: Yes, computer sound
Emelia A Simmon 2: yes
Gloria: I am hearing, no problem
Deb B: Yes, I hear you I selected listen only feature
Jackie Hess: Audio is a little choppy.
Joanna Papadopoulos 2: Yes, thank you
Bridget: was trying to hear via computer with no success.. called in and now fine
Ana Maria Gutierrez: if you are having trouble over the computer.
Ana Maria Gutierrez: 1-866-668-0721

Try calling in:

Conference Code: 3138 47 3091

Joanna Papadopoulos 2: Can we please receive a copy of these slides?
Ana Maria Gutierrez: We will be posting the slides and recording tomorrow and will
send an email as soon as they are posted
Joanna Papadopoulos 2: Oh okay, thank you!
Alice Wershing, Pellissippi State Community College: Have you found tools for
captioning podcasts?
Nicole: Our students also have access to public library cards so then access to
audiobooks via Overdrive, Freading make it feasible an inexpensive
Judy Elliott: we use Bookshare
BryanA: Real time captioning
Bridget: I've been exploring the Ava app for real time captioning.
Johan de Besche: If the podcast is a video on YouTube, it has automated captioning.
Not perfect, but better than no access.
Bridget: https://www.ava.me
Joni Driscoll: I inserted my audio into a blank video, then uploaded to YouTube.
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Then used Auto-Captioning to get captioning and a transcript.
Bridget: and you have the ability to "fix" the captions so that spelling/grammar and
timing are more appropriate. I frequently use it for short files.
Alice Wershing, Pellissippi State Community College:
http://www.jod.id.au/tutorial/accessible-podcast.html just found this when searching
Todd Fisk: New audio editing tool coming as well, you can read about it here:
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/adobe-voco-photoshop-for-audi
o-speech-editing/
Deb B: Great idea Joni.
Nicole: Luv using Read&Write for Google Chrome VoiceNote for audio comments that can
be collaborative in nature
Todd Fisk: Demo video of VoCo here:
https://www.ctdinstitute.org/library/2017-12-12/new-technology-voco-provides-audio-e
diting-your-keyboard
Nicole: Yes, nice Joni!!
Joni Driscoll: :-)
Bridget: great idea Joni!
Kerri: Can use R&w to create more from text
Kerri: oops mp3
Joanna Papadopoulos 2: NVivo is good for interviews and transcriptions
BryanA: How about Google hangouts
https://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/create-podcasts-with-google-hangouts-on-air/
Nicole: Students can create their own books together within Book Creator and record
their scripts while text may or may not be present.
Johan de Besche: And then there's all the apps that read text - usually marketed for
ppl with visual disabilities
Johan de Besche: (to go the other direction...)
Nicole: Great story about the recording studio in class - what a fantasti leadership
opportunity for that young man!
Deb B: I love audacity..use it all the time
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Joni Driscoll: It is the best!
Gloria: Deb, could you provide some examples of how you use Audacity?
KarenJanowski: That
KarenJanowski: That's cool - how are you using it with students?
Nicole: Audacity ideas: https://opensource.com/education/16/9/audacity-classroom
Kathy Higgins: Thanks for the link.
KarenJanowski: Hi Mike!!
Kerri: Is soundtrap an extension or website?
Alice Wershing, Pellissippi State Community College: We have some students who
record their test answers. I export the completed audio file and send it to the
instructor
Deb B: I have students create a multimedia presentation and add the audio track from
audacity. I have students create a audio/mp3 to take tests instead of paper and
pencil, I have students create digital stories and add audio
KarenJanowski: Love the potential - never heard of Soundtrap
KarenJanowski: always learn something new from Mike!
Gloria: Thanky ou Deb and Nicole for the ideas and examples on how to use Audacity
Gloria: And Alcie :)
Gloria: Alice
Deb B: Soundtrap is nice as you can collaborate from different places.
believe it is a subscription fee..but there is a trial version

However, I

Deb B: Oh ok ..thanks for the clarification
Nicole: Google Keep iOS app has a great recording function that also transcribes
Bridget: love Google Keep for list making.. love the flexibility and multiple
features that it offers.
Deb B: never heard of google keep

- is it an extension

Nicole: Google Keep - iOS app, online as keep.google.com and extension
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BryanA: So true Mike!
Nicole: So agree with you Mike! YouTube has many applications and opportunities for
all our learners
Bridget: https://www.google.com/keep/
Kathy Higgins: Our school district allowed access to Teacher Tube first a few years
ago and now we do have access to YouTube and it is wonderful to use the videos for
video modeling for students who struggle with routines or social interactions.
Nicole: I remember the viewmaster too Mike! I also have the Virtual Reality view
master sets at
https://www.vr-iphone.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/viewmastervr01.jpg. These VR
videos are SOOO fantastic to immerse our students in experiences that may be
impossible for them to visit. Talk about engagement! I've vetted all 700+ Google
Expeditions for our Alberta curriculum and our teachers just are loving it (students
faces are so lit up with excitement)!
Bridget: do you view the video with the google cardboard viewer?
KarenJanowski: Such an exciting time to be an educator! So many possibilities. How
come so many teachers still use traditional (boring) methods?
Nicole: Yes Bridget you view the 360 video with GCardboard in GCardboard mode OR you
can just view via an iPad or Android tablet and move the tablets around
KarenJanowski: Just do it! Just start talking! Love it MIke!
Nicole: We had a teacher and students go on a mountain climbing field trip and used
the Ricoh Theta. One student with complex physical needs couldn't physically attend,
so when the students got back from the field trip the other student was also able
to experience the field trip.
Ana Maria Gutierrez: Please note.....Users on the phone will not hear the video over
the phone.. Here is a link to watch......https://youtu.be/yE5dAyMPYRI
Nicole: Luv flipgrid!!
Nicole: Ah yes, students have no fear with flipgrid
Johan de Besche: Thinking about so many possibilities with Flipgrid!
KarenJanowski: Have to run - great ideas, Mike. See you tonight on #ATchat at 8:00
Gloria: Waht a wealth of ideas and resources. Thank you Mike and everyine else for
offering valuable ideas and sharing he resources!
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Joanne Brustad: love Clips
Ana Maria Gutierrez: Once again.....Users on the phone will not hear the video over
the phone.. Here is a link to watch......https://youtu.be/tBXoxwxoong
Gloria: So is clip an app for andrid devices?
Nicole: iOS
Joni Driscoll: Wow, can't wait to play with all these resources!
Jenifer Randle: Clips Maker for android?

Or different than Clips?

Bridget: agreed Joni.. I've learned a lot and have many new things to try out and
add to my AT toolkit!
Nicole: Adobe Spark Video - online tool, does the same thing as 30Hands. Teacher
must sign in.
Nicole: Green screen is awesome! So many applications at different grades and
subject areas. Great examples Mike!
Nicole: My absolute fav is the snowball mic
Jenifer Randle: omg.

I want a snowball

Casey: me too!
Jenifer Randle: and a Qball...
Nicole: Ohhhhh a Pop-up Pod.... too cool
Jenifer Randle: my boss is going to get a wish list soon
Jenifer Randle: LOL - :)
Jenifer Randle: the qball... doesit need to connect to another speaker?
connect to a bluetooth speaker?

can it

Kathy Higgins: Great ideas thank you so much. I am an SLP and my husband is a
spanish teacher. Sharing ideas with him tonight at dinner !!
Nicole: Thanks Mike - great tools and resources!
Deb B: I would like a transcript of all the participants comments and ideas
Johan de Besche: Yes!
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Ana Maria Gutierrez: Yes.

We will compile a list of resources that were shared

Ana Maria Gutierrez: www.surveymonkey.com/s/CTDCafeEvents
Paula Kaplan: Thank you, ALL!
Johan de Besche: Thanks Mike and all!
Joni Driscoll: This has been SO useful!

Thanks!!

Joanne Brustad: thanks
BryanA: Outstanding job, enjoyed Mike!
Jenifer Randle: Awesome. This is great!
Kathy Higgins: Thank

you so much.

Kerri: thanks so much!!
Casey: survey isn't working
JD: awesome
Paula Kaplan: Survey Monkey is not available.
Ana Maria Gutierrez: Thanks everyone for joining!
Casey: thank you!
Ana Maria Gutierrez: Great webinar Mike!
andrea: Cant access survey monkey
Bridget: great webinar Mike!
Mindy Baird: survey?
Jerry: great stuff!!

Thanks Mike!

Paula Kaplan: Says it is doing maintenance right now
Bridget: survey monkey has been having problems ALL DAY!
Gloria: Excellent webinar! Thanks!
Mike Marotta: thanks everyone!
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Emelia A Simmon 2: AWESOME!!!
Bridget: I would suggest sending the link out later when their issue is resolved!
Gloria: It was worth every second of it!
Mindy Baird: survey still saying, an't be found
Bridget: I've been following their updates on Twitter :-)
Ana Maria Gutierrez: Sorry.

Survey monkey says its doing scheduled maintenance

Ana Maria Gutierrez: We will make sure to include the link to the survey in
tomorrows email
Mindy Baird: thank you!
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